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Abstract. There are considered the model and tools for gauging and predicting the failure of wide items of 
products of different origin. The basis of the studied method concerns in passive non-destructive noise 
spectroscopy. It can be recommended for quantitative assessment of information contained in stochastic signals 
of real systems. Copyright © 2015 IFSA Publishing, S. L. 
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1. Introduction  

 
Cyber-Physical Systems (further – CPS) develop-

ment foresees, in particular, the development of 
modeling tools and data sets that enable researchers 
accurately model the scale and dynamics of current 
and future Internet control systems. The same holds 
for models and tools for measuring and predicting the 
performance of secure network-based CPS [1]. In this 
direction the method of non-destructive noise 
spectroscopy is considered as perspective one [2]. 
 
 
2. Problem Statement  
 

In scientific world the application of methods of 
1/f noise studying for diagnostics of phenomena of 
biological [3], chemical [4], social and technical [5-8] 
origin is widely known. Methods of non-invasive 
diagnostics are vital for wide circle of producers – 
from companies engaged in production of relevantly 
simple items (for instance, transistors, diodes etc.) 

and even to airline companies and space agencies for 
which the reliability of entire modules is important. 
Non-invasive diagnostics of systems enables to 
receive information about state of studying system by 
1/f noise, specific of its evolution, and peculiarities of 
its structural organization on basis of analysis of 
generated signals without outside effects on it, or 
without temperature, electrical, mechanical impacts 
on this system. 
 
 
3. Shortcomings  
 

Stochastic signal is completely described by the 
distribution law by means of which moments of the 
first and higher order can be determined. The analysis 
of these moments enables to receive information 
about stochastic signal origin. However in many 
cases the distribution law of stochastic signals of real 
systems is unknown or for its determination it is 
necessary to conduct additional studies connected to 
time and resources consuming.   
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4. Goal of Work  
 

The goal is the creation of seamless and secure 
networks on basis of Cyber-Physical Systems 
development due to research of behavior models of 
different origin systems, as well as non-invasive 
diagnostics models and tools for measuring and 
dynamical predicting of performance by obtained 
information that contains in spectral distribution of 
these systems stochastic signals. 

 
 
5. Problem State Analysis 
 

In general, signals generated by natural systems 
and in many cases by technical systems, are inherent 
in stochastic character. The examples of stochastic 
signals generated by the system are its parameters 
fluctuations which often called the systems noise. For 
electrical systems there are fluctuations of electrical 
resistance, fluctuations (noise) of resistance on 
resistor clips; for biological systems – parameters 
fluctuations which characterize vital activity of 
human body and other objects (blood pressure, 
electrical activity of brain, heart and muscles, cells 
reproduction velocity, their size etc.) [3]; for 
technical systems – fluctuations which look like 
acoustic signals (acoustic noise) and appear during 
the operation of mechanical [5] and thermal systems, 
and are also caused by internal frictions in bulks; for 
environmental system – these are fluctuating changes 
of atmospheric pressure, geomagnetic field, solar 
spectrum [9], temperature etc.  

The problem of information receiving from 
stochastic signals of natural and technical systems 
can be solved in another way. The point is that 
distribution law is built on the basis of stochastic 
signals analysis S(t) presented in form of temporal 
series. Simultaneously in many cases it is known the 
spectral distribution of stochastic signals (or it can be 
easily received), which can contain a few bit 
information than time distribution. 

Information withholds in stochastic signals can be 
estimated quantitatively through informational 
entropy which for case of continual stochastic signal 
х(t) is determined as:  
 
 


∞

∞−

−= dx)x(plog)x(pH x , (1) 

 
where Hх is the differential entropy; p(x) is the 
probability density of continual signal value 
presented in form of temporal series. 

But such information estimation doesn’t make 
possible to distinguish two stochastic signals which 
have similar statistic parameters. Two stochastic 
signals with normal distribution law and similar 
dispersion σ2 (for instance, thermal noise of 
electronics element and encephalogram signal) will 
have from (1) the same quantity of information 

2
max 2log σπeH = . In practice such signals are 

distinguished both by frequency spectrum and 
information interpretation embedded in these signals. 
By the first one it can be concluded about the system 
state (electric system with uniform energy spectrum 
of the voltage (current) fluctuations is in 
thermodynamic equilibrium state [10]) and also about 
processes occurring in it [11]. Besides that, practical 
unrepeatability in frequency dependences of real 
systems energy spectra, especially in the low-
frequency band, enables to distinguish studied 
systems by their peculiarities.  

Energy spectrum of real systems stochastic 
signals is not identical in the whole frequency range – 
practically in all cases of real systems stochastic 
signals in the low-frequency band, the signal power is 
higher than in high-frequency band – flicker noise 
(FN) appears in the energy spectrum of stochastic 
signals. Today experimental researches have proved 
that FN is sensitive to inner structure of studied 
systems [4, 6, 7, 12-14], so FN spectrum analysis can 
be applied for systems of non-invasive diagnostics 
[15-18].  

It is considered [19] the perspective of use of the 
chaotic series of different nature variables received 
under research of various processes and structures. 
To receive information about the studied system they 
are presented mainly as the temporal or spatial series 
and charts. At the same time the emphasis is placed 
on analyzing FN power spectrum dependences of the 
signal formed by the sequence of δ – functions. 
Information about processes going on inside the 
system is proposed to find out under interpolation of 
resulting power spectrum; the latter is determined 
[19] on the basis of experimental values of temporal 
series: 
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where S(0), T0 and n are the phenomenological 
parameters (“passport parameters”), which help to 
distinguish studied complicated structures or 
dynamics of studied evolution of open dissipative 
systems. Parameter n characterizes “memory loss” 
(correlations) velocity in sequence of bursts on time 
intervals; parameter T0 has content of time 
correlation; S(0) is the spectral density in medium 
frequencies. So under n = 4 inside the studied system 
the turbulent diffusion is going on; under n = 5/3 is 
fully developed turbulence etc. Comparison of 
“passport parameters” values received during 
analysis of temporal series with their values 
determined for partial cases enables to present 
qualitatively the character of these complicated 
processes that specify the studied evolution. 

FN spectroscopy method proposed in [19] has 
apparent defects: is awkward to determinate (or better 
to fit) parameters T0 and n under which the 
expression (2) approximates real spectrum with good 
accuracy. 
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6. Conducted Research  
 
It is deducted the expression for energy spectrum 

of isolated system parameters fluctuations (one of 
conditions of system parameters measurement is its 
isolation) which is in quasi-equilibrium state

)(
1)exp(

)exp(
)( fS

f

f
fS BNB −τ⋅

τ⋅= , where f is the frequ-

ency, τ is the relaxation time, SB(f) is the energy 
spectrum of the system fluctuations under ∞→τ . 
While relaxation with constant τ which distinguishes 
one quasi-equilibrium state from another one through 
system fluctuations the energy releases. The latter 
could be determined by integral power:  
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where f1→0, f2 are the frequency at which 

( ) ( )NB BS f S f≅ . Value SB(f) can be defined by 

experimental data of fluctuation study and considered 
as energy spectrum in high-frequency band (Fig. 1).  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Fluctuations (noise) energy spectrum quasi-
equilibrium systems. 

 
 

Also τ can be determined by the energy  

spectrum SNB(f) 
 

(Fig. 1) under 
τ

== 1
0ff , 

)(58,1)( 0 fSfS BNB ⋅= . Here the informative 

parameter is a relaxation time τ that depends on 
peculiarities of the studied inner structure.  

• Modeling 
To find out the information essence that is 

inherent in the studied system stochastic signals the 
experiments had been conducted by modeling the 
dependences of system relaxation time τ from its 
proper structure peculiarities. In the Fig. 2 shown the 
model of chaotic movement of particles forming the 
system; their structure elements are non-transparent 
partitions (quantity, size and position can be 
changed), Also are given appropriate energy spectra 
S(f). By means of non-transparent partitions can be 
imitated the studied system heterogeneity, for 
instance, structure defects.  

Relaxation time τ of simulated systems was 
determined as shown in the Fig. 1. Analysis of given 
in Fig. 2 models and their energy spectra shows the 
following.  

On the assumption of the absence of the system 
structural heterogeneities (partitions of Fig. 2a) 
fluctuations energy spectrum is the same in the whole 
frequency range (SNB(f)=SB(f)) and relaxation time 
tends to infinity. With the same quantity of partitions 
(N=10) chaotic movement energy spectra of particles 
forming system are different (Fig. 2b, Fig. 2c). 
 
a) ∞→τ  

 
b) 0.6sτ ≅  

 
c) 0.3sτ ≅  

 
d) 0.2sτ ≅  

 
 

Fig. 2. Models of the systems with inner heterogeneities 
and energy spectra of chaotic movement of particles 

forming systems. 

 
The systems in which partitions are disposed 

orderly distinguish by higher relaxation time  
(Fig. 2b). Relaxation time decreases at order 
infringement  
(Fig. 2c, Fig. 2d). 

• Research 
Experimental researches results confirm the 

impact of the studied system inner structure on 
altering its energy spectrum. For instance, in metal-
oxide field-effect transistors till and after energy 
processing noise energy spectra becomes different 
[20]. As known during substance heat treatment the 
internal structure is changing. Noise energy spectra 
of same type of transistors are distinguished too [8]. 
The impact of graphene transistors structure defects 
on the noise spectrum is studied in [21]. 

• Results analysis 
Given modeling results enable to concern that by 

relaxation time analysis τ of energy spectrum of the 
fluctuation flicker-component it is possible to receive 
information about the system state (under τ → ∞ the 
system is stabilized (SNB(f)=SB(f)=Const). Also it 
could be find out about peculiarities of inner structure 
(relaxation time τ of the systems with less quantity of 
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defects (Fig. 2c) is bigger than τ of systems with 
greater quantity of defects (Fig. 2d). Furthermore, it 
clarifies inner structure dynamics (relaxation time τ 
of the systems with ordered defects (Fig. 2b) is 
bigger than that with disordered defects (Fig. 2c).  

In real systems the greater quantity of structure 
defects increases probability of failure. So taking into 
account parameter τ of informational essence of the 
stochastic signals energy spectrum it can be proposed 
the method of studied systems reliability diagnostics: 
by τ comparing of one-type systems let to estimate 
their relative reliability. The systems with greater τ 
value are more reliable. τ value decrease attests 
oncoming failure state of the system. As parameter τ 
connected with energy spectrum SNB(f)

 
in principle 

the methods can be simplified not calculating τ value. 
While comparing the intensity of flicker-component 
of the energy spectrum fluctuation of one-type 
systems, more reliable one is the system with lower 
intensity of flicker-component fluctuations (τ is 
bigger). If there are determined one-type systems, 
gauging of fluctuations level by measuring τ of each 
enables to determine mean intensity of the flicker-
component fluctuations. System the intensity of 
flicker-component fluctuations of which considerably 
exceeds the average level (its τ value is highly less 
than mean) is inherent in higher possibility of failure.  

Systems analysis by means of generated 
stochastic signals on the basis of parameter τ of their 
energy spectrum is easier comparing with similar for 
parameters T0 and n (see (2)), since the latter have to 
be selected, and parameter τ can be determined from 
experimental energy spectrum SNB(f).  

By means of parameter τ it becomes possible to 
compare information quantity which retains in 
stochastic signals of real systems. Drawing the 
analogy of the information parameter determination 
by the distribution of the continual signal (see (1)) the 
differential entropy can be defined as [22]:  
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is the spectral distribution 

of fluctuations probability.  
As opposed to (1), equation (4) considers the 

spectral distribution of the energy spectrum of the 
real systems parameters fluctuations. According to 
(4) more information is contained in systems with 
smaller value τ (in which the larger number of 
structural defects exists).  

 
 

Conclusions 
 

1. Diagnostics of Cyber-Physical System 
elements by the energy spectrum of the stochastic 
signal generated by these elements is inherent in less 

temporal expenses and absence of damage risk 
caused with studied affects. This method is universal, 
since it can be applied to study the seamless and 
secure systems of different nature (electrical, 
mechanical, biological etc.).  

2. To determine less reliable Cyber-Physical 
Systems inherent in flicker-noise component of 
energy spectrum, a simple model for measuring and 
predicting the their performance by noise intensity is 
proposed. To identify most reliable Cyber-Physical 
System that characterizes by lower intensity of 
flicker-noise component, more complicated method 
for defining the value of relaxation time by 
determined energy spectrum is supposed. The 
mentioned method could be recommended for 
quantitative assessment of information that is 
contained in stochastic signals of real systems.  

3. System with small relaxation time becomes less 
reliable, and vice versa. Minimal value of relaxation 
time corresponds to the most unreliable system. 
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